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The  chemical  diversity  that  already  exists  in  the  world  is  surprisingly  extensive,  and  over  time  it  is  only

expanding. Today, according to the CAS registry, almost 200 million chemicals and chemical compounds are registered

for production and use. The natural problem that occurs is the identification of all these chemical compounds. Without

unique names, the ability to unambiguously describe chemicals in literature, databases, and spoken language is lost.

However, identification by numbers or other index-based synthetic codes, although always unique, is not always

convenient because without the index it says nothing about the compound or its properties [1]. In the chemical world,

this problem is solved by nomenclatures. They describe the rules by which molecules are unambiguously named and the

original molecules can be unambiguously reconstructed from these names [2]. One of the most popular and widely used

is the IUPAC nomenclature. When using the nomenclature, it is very important that the name formed is unique and has

an unambiguous relationship with the compound, as the chemical compounds may be very similar but have completely

opposite properties (a well-known example is the stereochemistry of drug Thalidomide that caused birth defects). Thus,

it is very important for the name to reflect each and every property of the compound. This is one of the research subjects

of the field of cheminformatics [3]. Using chemical molecular graphs and graph theory algorithms, software packages,

which can cover a large set of nomenclature rules and create unambiguous and correct names for chemical compounds,

are created.

Here  we report  the  development  of  ChemOnomatopist [4],  a  free and open source  software  package to  name

chemical  compounds according  to  the  IUPAC nomenclature.  Our method employs graph algorithms to implement

IUPAC  nomenclature  rules,  as  opposed  to  database  or  machine-learned  model-based  tools  like  STOUT [5].

ChemOnomatopist is able to read SMILES linear notation and output IUPAC names without supervision, opening a

possibility to process large volumes of chemical data.
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